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Abstract: The volumetric water content (VWC) of soil is a critical parameter in agriculture, as
VWC strongly influences crop yield, provides nutrients to plants, and maintains the microbes that
are needed for the biological health of the soil. Measuring VWC is difficult, as it is spatially and
temporally heterogeneous, and most agricultural producers use point measurements that cannot
fully capture this parameter. Electrical conductivity (EC) is another soil parameter that is useful in
agriculture, since it can be used to indicate soil salinity, soil texture, and plant nutrient availability.
Soil EC is also very heterogeneous; measuring EC using conventional soil sampling techniques is very
time consuming and often fails to capture the variability in EC at a site. In contrast to the point-based
methods used to measure VWC and EC, multispectral data acquired with unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAV) can cover large areas with high resolution. In agriculture, multispectral data are often used
to calculate vegetation indices (VIs). In this research UAV-acquired VIs and raw multispectral data
were used to predict soil VWC and EC. High-resolution geophysical methods were used to acquire
more than 41,000 measurements of VWC and 8000 measurements of EC in 18 traverses across a field
that contained 56 experimental plots. The plots varied by crop type (corn, soybeans, and alfalfa)
and drainage (no drainage, moderate drainage, high drainage). Machine learning was performed
using the random forest method to predict VWC and EC using VIs and multispectral data. Prediction
accuracy was determined for several scenarios that assumed different levels of knowledge about
crop type or drainage. Results showed that multispectral data improved prediction of VWC and
EC, and the best predictions occurred when both the crop type and degree of drainage were known,
but drainage was a more important input than crop type. Predictions were most accurate in drier
soil, which may be due to the lower overall variability of VWC and EC under these conditions.
An analysis of which multispectral data were most important showed that NDRE, VARI, and blue
band data improved predictions the most. The final conclusions of this study are that inexpensive
UAV-based multispectral data can be used to improve estimation of heterogenous soil properties,
such as VWC and EC in active agricultural fields. In this study, the best estimates of these properties
were obtained when the agriculture parameters in a field were fairly homogeneous (one crop type
and the same type of drainage throughout the field), although improvements were observed even
when these conditions were not met. The multispectral data that were most useful for prediction
were those that penetrated deeper into the soil canopy or were sensitive to bare soil.
Keywords: unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV); multispectral; vegetation indices (VIs); volumetric water
content (VWC); electrical conductivity (EC); machine learning; crop type; drainage tile

This article is an open access article
distributed under the terms and
conditions of the Creative Commons
Attribution (CC BY) license (https://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/
4.0/).

1. Introduction
Soil texture and soil water content are important parameters for agricultural productivity. Soil texture affects nutrients available in the soil and the water holding capacity of
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the soil [1–5], while adequate but not excessive soil water content is critical for plant health.
Nutrients and water are commonly added to crops through fertilizers and irrigation, but
dwindling fresh water supplies and limited agrochemical resources, as well as the negative
environmental effects of excess fertilizer use, require efficient use of these resources. To
apply irrigation water and fertilizer in amounts sufficient to, but not in excess of, crop needs,
soil texture and soil water content must be monitored. These parameters are spatially and,
in the case of soil water content, temporally variable, so are difficult to measure adequately
over large areas using conventional point-measurement techniques, such as time-domain
reflectometry (TDR), neutron probes, and capacitance sensors [6–14].
Some geophysical methods, such as ground-penetrating radar (GPR) or electromagnetic induction, can provide information on soil texture and water content over large areas.
GPR can be used to monitor the soil water content [15–17], while electromagnetic induction is used to measure the soil electrical conductivity, which is influenced by several soil
properties, including soil texture, water content, and salinity [1,18–20]. These geophysical
techniques can collect data continuously along selected traverses, which provides much
greater coverage than conventional point-measurement techniques, but large portions
of the field between traverses are still not characterized. Additionally, most geophysical
instruments are expensive, and expertise is required to acquire and analyze data.
Another tool that can be very effective for soil characterization is satellite-based
remote sensing. Satellite data have been used extensively to monitor several different soil
properties, and these measurements can be used to independently assess soil properties or
to guide ground-based collection of soil samples. Advances in satellite technology, data
processing, and petrophysics ensure that these techniques will be increasingly important in
the future. Many studies have used satellite data, such as the Sentinel and Landsat series,
to observe and predict soil properties such as pH [21,22], cation exchange capacity [22],
soil organic carbon [22,23], soil organic matter [21,24], clay content [21,22,24], salinity [25],
and soil water content estimation [26–32]. Reference [24] showed that using Sentinel-2
satellite data to identify differences in soil properties can guide on-ground soil sampling
and significantly reduce the time and cost of conventional sampling efforts. Some important
advantages of satellite data are that many types of satellite data are free to end users; they
can be collected in terrain that is difficult to access by a field crew; they cover large areas; and
they are typically collected on a regular basis, which allows for time-series measurements.
Sentinel-2 satellites have been especially useful for soil characterization; data from these
satellites are relatively high resolution, contain red-edge band data, and have a 10-day
re-visit frequency for the single satellite and 5-day for two satellites under cloud-free
conditions [33,34]. The main disadvantage of Sentinel-2 data for soil characterization is
that the resolution is currently insufficient for some types of precision agriculture, as the
spatial resolution ranges from 10 m to 60 m [31,35]. Additionally, the penetration depth
for the Sentinel-2 is also relatively shallow (~5 cm in most soils) [26,31], and estimation of
some soil properties is less effective if the vegetation is extensive [21–24,31].
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have some advantages over both satellite data and
geophysical methods. UAV data are much easier to collect than geophysical data, and they
cover the entire survey area instead of individual traverses. The equipment needed to collect
UAV-based data is also much less expensive than most geophysical instruments [36–46].
Unlike satellite data, the data acquisition time can be chosen by the user. Additionally, the
resolution of UAV data can be very high and can be adjusted by the user based on the altitude
of the flight; the pixel size for this study is 0.35 m. Processing UAV data is relatively easy
compared to either geophysical or satellite data processing, and there are many mature and
professional processing software packages commercially available for this purpose [47–50].
Most agricultural applications using data acquired with UAVs have focused on the
health of vegetation. Different vegetation indices (VIs) have been developed that focus
on different aspects of plant health [51–54], and these indices can be calculated using data
acquired from a multispectral camera with a limited number of bands (red, blue, green,
red edge, and near infrared). These cameras are relatively inexpensive and fairly easy to
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operate. Vegetation indices calculated using these data have been used to predict yields in
corn [55,56], rice [54,57], and sugar beets [56]. Some researchers also use UAV data for soil
salinity monitoring of cropland [58] and surface soil moisture estimation [36,40–42].
In this research, we explore whether VIs data acquired with UAVs can be used to
improve prediction of two soil properties, volumetric water content (VWC) and electrical
conductivity (EC), acquired using geophysical methods. While VIs data do not directly
measure either VWC or EC, the vegetation vigor is affected by these parameters. Since
VIs are affected by vegetation vigor, there may be some correlation between VIs and these
soil properties. We use machine learning to predict the VWC and EC of soil over a large
agricultural field based on VIs data. We also investigate the effects of crop type and
drainage tile configuration on soil property prediction.
The novelty of this research stems from the combination of UAV-based multispectral
data with thousands of geophysical measurements to estimate soil properties. As mentioned previously, most studies using UAV data for agricultural applications focus on crop
health or yield, not soil properties. Some studies have used UAV-based data for soil property estimation, but they have used a limited number of point measurements to calibrate or
validate their interpretation of the UAV-based data. For example, reference [36] used an
artificial neural network model to relate UAV-based data to 55 ground-based measurements
of soil water content. In another study, reference [40] used machine learning to relate
70 soil water content measurements to UAV-based hyperspectral data; reference [42] used
artificial neural network modeling with 184 water content measurements and UAV-based
multispectral and thermal data. In a study that introduced salt into different sections of a
field to change the soil salinity [58], 660 measurement of soil EC were acquired, and UAV
data were compared to the stomatal conductance of a quinoa crop. Some satellite-based
studies have used more ground control points [21] and compared satellite-based data to
504 pH measurements, 528 SOM measurements, and 387 measurements of clay content.
The authors of reference [23] collected approximately 900 samples of soil organic carbon
content for multi-variate statistical modeling to assess the ability of Sentinel-2 and EnMAP
satellite data to estimate this parameter. The authors of reference [24] collected samples
of clay and organic matter at 30 locations and compared them with Sentinel-2 data. The
research described here is novel because the geophysical measurements provide a much
larger ground-based data set of soil properties than was possible with previous studies.
Each water content data set contains over 41,000 measurements, while each EC data set
contains over 8000 measurements. This large number of measurements allows for the
training and validation processes that are central to machine learning to be performed more
effectively.
In addition to the large number of measurements, this study is unique because of
the unusual field site. The field site contains plots with three different crops and three
different drainage conditions in various combinations; these plots allow a comparison of
the estimation accuracy for soil property prediction using variables (crop type and drainage
condition) that were not available in previous studies. The field site has allowed us to
address two main research questions, as expressed in Table 1. The first question focuses
on whether soil property estimation is more accurate when different types of agricultural
information (crop type or drainage condition) are known. The second question focuses on
which types of multispectral data are most effective at estimating soil properties.
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soybeans; each plot has either no drainage tiles, drainage tiles separated by 12.2 m, or
drainage tiles separated by 6.1 m. The alfalfa plots have drainage tiles installed at irregular
intervals. All drainage tiles are installed at a depth of ~60 cm. Figure 2 shows the field site
with crop type and drainage tile configuration for each plot; corn, soybean, and alfalfa
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likely to reach the saturation value than NDVI [45,51,55,62,67]. The Green Chlorophyll
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Chlorophyll Index (CIG) was also selected for this project because it can accurately estimate
the total chlorophyll content in leaves and is sensitive to slight changes in leaf chlorophyll
content [45,55,62,63,66]. Additionally, CIG is suitable when different types of crops are
planted in adjacent plots, which occurs at our study site. The last index used in this study
is the Visible Atmospherically Resistant Index (VARI), which is used to estimate vegetation
coverage in the image by measuring the reflectance between plants and soil [52,57,62,68].
A lower VARI value indicates very weak vegetation or bare soil. The equation used to
calculate each index is given in Table 2.
Table 2. Vegetation indices formulas.
Vegetation Index

Equation

References

NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index)
NDRE (Normalized Difference Red Edge Index)
GNDVI (Green Normalized Difference Vegetation Index)
CIG (Chlorophyll Index Green)
VARI (Visible Atmospherically Resistant Index)

NDVI = (NIR − Red)/(NIR + Red)
NDRE = (NIR − Red Edge)/(NIR + Red Edge)
GNDVI = (NIR − Green)/(NIR + Green)
CIG = (NIR/Green − 1)
VARI = (Green − Red)/(Green + Red − Blue)

[61]
[65]
[67]
[66]
[68]

All the vegetation indices listed are sensitive to and positively correlated with chlorophyll content, and higher chlorophyll content is correlated to greater vegetation vigor.
Some indices are normalized for values ranging from −1 to 1, although CIG and VARI are
not. Although all indices can be used to indicate areas with stronger or weaker vegetation,
there is no quantitative correlation of vegetation indices values with specific crop response,
and explanations for the interpretation of these indices may vary. Therefore, vegetation
indices are interpreted on a site-specific basis.
The multispectral data used to calculate the vegetation indices at this site were collected
on 13 September 2019, using a DJI Inspire 1 V2.0 UAV and a Sentera Double 4 K Lock & Go
Sensor. Data were acquired for five spectral bands: blue (446 nm × 60 nm width), green
(548 nm × 45 nm width), red (650 nm × 70 nm width), red edge (720 nm × 40 nm width),
and near infrared (NIR, 840 nm × 20 nm width). The image overlap was 80%. The crops
were fully mature at the time of data acquisition, and no significant precipitation occurred
in the two weeks prior to data acquisition.
The multispectral data were processed using Agisoft Metashape software developed
by Agisoft LLC. First, the multispectral images were mosaicked to get the orthomosaic map.
Then, the raster transform tool was used to calculate the vegetation indices (equations given
in Table 2) for each pixel. The vegetation indices data were input into ArcMap (Esri ArcGIS
software), which was used to export quantitative values for all indices for each pixel.
2.3. Volumetric Water Content from Ground-Penetrating Radar
GPR is an electromagnetic geophysical method that is used extensively in engineering
to image subsurface features. A GPR system consists of a transmitting antenna and a
receiving antenna; the transmitter emits high-frequency electromagnetic energy that can be
returned to the receiver through reflection, refraction, or as a direct wave between the antennas [69]. This research uses a direct wave, called the groundwave, which travels directly
between the antennas in the shallow subsurface. The sampling depth of the groundwave is
a function of the antenna frequency, where the sampling depth and frequency are inversely
related [70]. The electromagnetic velocity of the shallow subsurface can be determined by
measuring the travel time of the groundwave and using the known separation distance
between the transmitting and receiving antennas. Detailed descriptions on how the groundwave is used to determine the near-surface electromagnetic velocity is provided by several
researchers [15,71–74].
Once the electromagnetic velocity (v) has been determined, it can be related to the
relative dielectric permittivity (εr ):
c
v= √
(1)
εr
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where c is the velocity of an electromagnetic wave in a vacuum (0.3 m/ns) [75]. The relative
dielectric permittivity is primarily influenced by the amount of water in soil pores, as the
permittivity of most minerals/soil solids is 3 to 8, while the permittivities of air and water
are 1 and 80, respectively [76]. Several petrophysical relationships have been developed to
relate the relative dielectric permittivity to a soil’s volumetric water content [12,77,78]. One
of the most commonly used relationships is Topp’s equation [79]:
VWC = −5.3 × 10−2 + 2.92 × 10−2 ε r − 5.5 × 10−4 ε r 2 + 4.3 × 10−6 ε r 3

2, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW

(2)

This equation was developed using a range of agricultural soils and is commonly
applied to agricultural site characterization for point measurements (TDR and capacitance
probes), as well as for GPR data.
GPR data were acquired at this site using a PulseEkko Pro System with 500 MHz
antennas. For this frequency, the sampling depth was approximately 18 cm [80]. Data were
acquired at two different times. For the first data campaign, on 9 July 2019, no precipitation
had fallen for approximately three weeks, and the soil was relatively dry. For the second
campaign, on 20 July 2019, a 3.9 cm rainfall had occurred the night before data acquisition,
and the soil was quite wet. For both campaigns, data were acquired in the common-offset
mode, where the transmitting and receiving antennas were kept a constant distance apart.
The antenna separation distances for the dry and wet campaigns were 14 cm and 26 cm,
respectively. The antenna separation varied between campaigns to allow the most accurate
identification of the groundwave when processing GPR data.
8 ofwere
24
GPR data were acquired in 18 traverses across the site (Figure 3). The traverses
separated by 20 m and varied in length from 166 m to 270 m, based on the dimensions of
the field. Data were acquired at 10 cm intervals along each traverse.
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GPR data were processed using ReflexW software. Data processing was very simple
and included only a bandpass filter that was designed using the measured GPR frequencies
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processing, the
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2.4. Electrical Conductivity from Electromagnetic Induction

face. In agriculture, researchers usually correlate the measured EC with soil texture, soil
water content, or soil salinity. For soil texture, higher EC values usually correlate with a
greater fraction of fine-grained soil, so EC can be used to map clay content [1–5,81]. Higher
EC values also correlate with higher water content; areas with higher water content often
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permittivity using Equation (1), and permittivity was used to estimate the volumetric water
content using Equation (2). Occasionally, the groundwave was obscured by reflections from
a shallow interface or had a weak amplitude and was difficult to identify clearly. If the
groundwave was difficult to detect clearly, these measurements were omitted. Additionally,
puddles on the ground surface during the wet data acquisition campaign meant that GPR
data could not be acquired for a few meters on some traverses. The areas where GPR
data could not be acquired are minor, but they result in some differences in the number of
measurements between the dry and wet campaigns. For the dry campaign, 41,711 water
content measurements were collected, while the wet campaign had 41,480 measurements.
2.4. Electrical Conductivity from Electromagnetic Induction
Electromagnetic induction (EM) is a very mature technology. EM instruments measure
the soil EC, which is a measure of how easily electrical current can flow in the subsurface.
In agriculture, researchers usually correlate the measured EC with soil texture, soil water
content, or soil salinity. For soil texture, higher EC values usually correlate with a greater
fraction of fine-grained soil, so EC can be used to map clay content [1–5,81]. Higher EC
values also correlate with higher water content; areas with higher water content often have
a higher water holding capacity, which is again correlated with soil texture [1–5,12,13,82].
Soil salinity also positively affects EC, so EC has been used to map areas with high salinity [18–20]. Since all three of these parameters are important for agricultural management,
such as irrigation, fertilization, and crop yield forecasting, EC is a very useful parameter.
Additionally, most electromagnetic induction instruments can be used to acquire data
quickly (up to a few miles per hour), and the data require minimal processing, so collecting
data over large fields is relatively straightforward.
EC measurements were acquired at this site using a Geonics EM38-MK2 conductivity
meter. Data were acquired in the horizontal dipole orientation with the transmitting and
receiving antenna coils separated by 1 m, and the sampling depth of the measurements
was approximately 0.75 m. Data were recorded every 0.1 s, and a high accuracy GPS unit
was used to record the location. Measurements were collected along each of the traverses
shown in Figure 3. The same data acquisition parameters were used for the wet and dry
campaigns.
Data processing for the EC data was minimal, as EC measurements are output directly.
Processing was performed to average any duplicate measurements that occurred in one
location if the conductivity meter was paused at any point. The measurements acquired for
the dry and wet campaigns were 8201 and 9747, respectively.
2.5. Resolving Resolution Differences between Multispectral and Geophysical Data
The spatial sampling footprints for geophysical measurements and UAV-based multispectral pixels were different, so processing was required to compare measurements
from disparate techniques. The UAV-based data were higher resolution; each pixel had a
footprint of 35 cm by 35 cm. For the EC data, the footprint was approximately 1 m wide
and 1 m long. For the GPR, the width of the footprint was the antenna width (23 cm),
and the length of the footprint was 60 cm and 72 cm for the dry and wet campaigns,
respectively. To compare data from multiple data sets, data from different UAV pixels
were averaged within the footprint of the geophysical measurements. Averaging was accomplished using the location of the midpoint of each UAV pixel; all UAV measurements
with midpoint locations that fell within the footprint of a geophysical measurement were
arithmetically averaged for comparison with the geophysical measurement (Figure 4).
This process was repeated for all geophysical measurements.
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The modeling process was repeated four additional times, each time using a different
quintile for testing, so there are five different tests for each combination of VIs and geophysical data. This method was used to reduce the impact of outliers if any single quintile was
not representative of the entire data set. After all five quintiles had been tested, the average
MAE for these tests was calculated and used to evaluate each input/output combination.
Some of the hypotheses tested required the removal of a single variable (i.e., one
vegetation index) when the model was run. When a variable was removed from the
calculations, it was replaced by a “filler” variable consisting of random numbers from 0 to 1,
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Figures 7 and 8 are maps of the VWC and EC, respectively, under dry and wet
conditions. These maps were drawn using Surfer, and interpolation was conducted using
the nearest neighbor method. (Kriging was tried, but kriging is less successful when data are
acquired with closely spaced measurements but widely spaced traverses.) Figure 7 shows
that water content varies across the field, and when the soil is very wet, this variability is
more pronounced. Figure 8 shows a similar trend for EC.
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Figures 7 and 8 are maps of the VWC and EC, respectively, under dry and wet conditions. These maps were drawn using Surfer, and interpolation was conducted using the
nearest neighbor method. (Kriging was tried, but kriging is less successful when data are
acquired with closely spaced measurements but widely spaced traverses.) Figure 7 shows
that water content varies across the field, and when the soil is very wet, this variability is
more pronounced. Figure 8 shows a similar trend for EC.
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3.2. Evaluation of Prior Site Knowledge for Estimating Soil Properties Using UAV-Based
Multispectral Data
One of the goals of this research was to determine the extent to which prior
knowledge of the site, specifically crop type and drainage conditions, affected estimation
of soil properties. Four analyses were performed to answer this question. In the first anal-
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3.2. Evaluation of Prior Site Knowledge for Estimating Soil Properties Using UAV-Based
Multispectral Data
One of the goals of this research was to determine the extent to which prior knowledge
of the site, specifically crop type and drainage conditions, affected estimation of soil
properties. Four analyses were performed to answer this question. In the first analysis,
described in Section 3.2.1, no prior knowledge of the site was assumed, so all data were
included, irrespective of crop type or drainage condition. In the second and third analyses,
knowledge of either the drainage condition (Section 3.2.2) or crop type (Section 3.2.3) was
assumed. In the last analysis (Section 3.2.4), knowledge of both the drainage condition and
crop type was assumed.
3.2.1. Prediction of VWC and EC Using All Data, Undifferentiated by Crop Type or Drainage
The data were first analyzed using all the data acquired, regardless of crop type or
drainage tile configuration. The purpose of this analysis was to determine how well VIs
data could be used to estimate VWC or EC if there was no prior information about the site
or if no pre-processing has been performed to separate different sites based on crop type or
drainage. Results of this analysis are shown in Table 3; discussion of these results is given
in Section 4.1.1.
Table 3. Summary statistics for prediction of VWC and EC based on VI data. All crop types and all
drainage tiles combined.
DRY, VWC, Only VI Data

WET, VWC, Only VI Data

Data Used

MAE

Mean

SD

Count

MAE

Mean

SD

Count

All crop types and all
drainage tiles together

0.0169

0.3197

0.0263

41,711

0.0173

0.4822

0.0288

41,480

DRY, EC, Only VI data

WET, EC, Only VI data

Data Used

MAE
(mS/m)

Mean
(mS/m)

SD
(mS/m)

Count

MAE
(mS/m)

Mean
(mS/m)

SD
(mS/m)

Count

All crop types and all
drainage tiles together

4.1464

52.2497

6.6468

8201

4.5420

59.7565

7.1919

9747

3.2.2. Prediction of VWC and EC if Only the Drainage Tile Configuration Is Known
This analysis was performed to determine whether more accurate estimates of VWC
and EC could be determined from VIs data if the drainage tile configuration of the field was
known. For this analysis, the data were sorted based on drainage tile configuration, but not
crop type. Because the drainage within the alfalfa plots was irregular, data from these plots
were removed from this analysis. Corn and soybean data were then considered together for
each of the three drainage tile configurations. Results of this analysis are shown in Table 4;
discussion of these results is given in Section 4.1.2.
Table 4. Summary statistics for prediction of VWC and EC based on VI data. Data separated by
drainage tile configuration.
DRY, VWC, Only VI Data

WET, VWC, Only VI Data

Data Used

MAE

Mean

SD

Count

MAE

Mean

SD

Count

Corn and soybean data, no
tile drainage

0.0136

0.3233

0.0206

10,093

0.0116

0.4870

0.0190

10,098

Corn and soybean data, 12.2
m tile spacing

0.0137

0.3200

0.0221

11,390

0.0145

0.4913

0.0241

11,070

Corn and soybean data, 6.1
m tile spacing

0.0147

0.3172

0.0236

9228

0.0145

0.4885

0.0228

9377
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Table 4. Cont.
DRY, EC, Only VI Data

WET, EC, Only VI Data

Data Used

MAE
(mS/m)

Mean
(mS/m)

SD
(mS/m)

Count

MAE
(mS/m)

Mean
(mS/m)

SD
(mS/m)

Count

Corn and soybean data, no
tile drainage

3.8283

52.8527

5.6364

2230

4.1676

61.5233

6.1035

2179

Corn and soybean data, 12.2
m tile spacing

4.1381

53.1247

6.9050

2522

4.4927

61.1668

7.4361

2530

Corn and soybean data, 6.1
m tile spacing

3.9303

54.6599

6.1147

1951

4.1993

62.4027

6.8928

2089

3.2.3. Prediction of VWC and EC if Only the Crop Type Is Known
The purpose of this analysis was to determine the importance of crop type on the
prediction of VWC or EC from VIs data. In this analysis, the data were sorted based on three
crop types (corn, soybean, or alfalfa), but drainage tile configuration was not considered.
Machine learning was performed separately for each of the three crop types. Results of this
analysis are shown in Table 5; discussion of these results is given in Section 4.1.3.
Table 5. Summary statistics for prediction of VWC and EC based on VI data. Data separated by
crop type.
DRY, VWC, Only VI Data

WET, VWC, Only VI Data

Data Used

MAE

Mean

SD

Count

MAE

Mean

SD

Count

Corn, all drainage tile
configurations

0.0153

0.3155

0.0233

15,273

0.0154

0.4883

0.0233

15,127

Soybeans, all drainage tile
configurations

0.0128

0.3249

0.0200

15,438

0.0136

0.4897

0.0210

15,418

Alfalfa, all drainage tile
configurations

0.0203

0.3191

0.0370

9051

0.0190

0.4588

0.0359

9038

DRY, EC, Only VI Data

WET, EC, Only VI Data

Data Used

MAE
(mS/m)

Mean
(mS/m)

SD
(mS/m)

Count

MAE
(mS/m)

Mean
(mS/m)

SD
(mS/m)

Count

Corn, all drainage tile
configurations

4.2262

54.9600

6.4502

3241

4.5256

63.6559

6.9999

3430

Soybeans, all drainage tile
configurations

3.8924

52.0964

5.8713

3462

4.0078

59.6291

6.1274

3368

Alfalfa, all drainage tile
configurations

3.2091

46.7399

5.0915

1498

3.7698

54.9163

5.5253

2081

3.2.4. Prediction of VWC and EC if Both the Crop Type and Drainage Configuration
Are Known
This analysis was performed to see whether the prediction of VWC and EC could be
optimized if both crop type and drainage tile configuration were known. Machine learning
was performed separately for each of the three drainage tile configuration data sets for two
crop types, corn and soybeans. Plots containing alfalfa were omitted from this analysis
because the drainage tile spacing within the alfalfa is irregular. Results of this analysis are
shown in Table 6; discussion of these results is given in Section 4.1.4.
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Table 6. Summary statistics for prediction of VWC and EC based on VI data. Data separated by crop
type and drainage tile configuration.
DRY, VWC, Only VI Data

WET, VWC, Only VI Data

Data Used

MAE

Mean

SD

Count

MAE

Mean

SD

Count

Corn, no tile drainage

0.0141

0.3189

0.0226

4660

0.0119

0.4858

0.0205

4625

Corn, 12.2 m tile spacing

0.0138

0.3152

0.0239

5513

0.0138

0.4893

0.0261

5350

Corn, 6.1 m tile spacing

0.0146

0.3129

0.0230

5100

0.0133

0.4896

0.0226

5152

Soybeans, no tile drainage

0.0110

0.3271

0.0179

5433

0.0100

0.4880

0.0176

5473

Soybeans, 12.2 m tile spacing

0.0117

0.3245

0.0193

5877

0.0128

0.4932

0.0218

5720

Soybeans, 6.1 m tile spacing

0.0133

0.3226

0.0232

4128

0.0128

0.4872

0.0231

4225

DRY, EC, Only VI Data

WET, EC, Only VI Data

Data Used

MAE
(mS/m)

Mean
(mS/m)

SD
(mS/m)

Count

MAE
(mS/m)

Mean
(mS/m)

SD
(mS/m)

Count

Corn, no tile drainage

3.6499

54.6049

5.6159

998

3.9756

64.0702

6.0612

1025

Corn, 12.2 m tile spacing

4.1245

54.4699

6.9137

1185

4.5714

62.6612

7.8078

1279

Corn, 6.1 m tile spacing

4.2256

55.8440

6.5626

1058

4.4528

64.4085

6.6939

1126

Soybeans, no tile drainage

3.5764

51.4332

5.2417

1232

3.6757

59.2610

5.1820

1154

Soybeans, 12.2 m tile spacing

3.4884

51.9324

6.6768

1337

3.9905

59.6390

6.7025

1251

Soybeans, 6.1 m tile spacing

3.0335

53.2571

5.2028

893

3.2276

60.0573

6.3642

963

3.3. Evaluation of Different UAV-Based Multispectral Data for Estimating Soil Properties
The second major research question in this project was to determine which types of
multispectral data were most useful for predicting soil properties. In Section 3.3.1, the
importance of different vegetation indices is investigated. In Section 3.3.2, a similar analysis
is performed for raw band data.
3.3.1. Evaluation of Individual Vegetation Indices for Predicting VWC and EC
This analysis was performed to determine which VI was the most useful for predicting
VWC and EC. To determine this, the MAE was iteratively calculated using all indices except
one. If the MAE increased significantly when one index was removed, that index was
considered more important for VWC or EC estimation. This analysis was performed for
plots separated by drainage tile and crop type and when plots were separated by crop type
but not by drainage tile. The only exception was alfalfa, where the plots were not separated
by drainage tile configuration because of the irregular tile spacing in the alfalfa.
To summarize the impact of the most important VI, we noted the three VIs which had
the most impact (caused the most increase in error when they were removed) each time the
analysis was performed. Then, for each crop type and campaign (dry or wet), we summed
the number of times each VI was one of the three most important (Table 7). For example,
for VWC in corn during the dry campaign, CIG was one of the three most important VIs for
no tile drainage, drainage with 12.2 m spacing, and all drainage configurations considered
together, so it receives a value of 3 in the table. (The maximum value possible in Table 7
is a 4) Table 7 also records the average increase in MAE that results when each VI was
omitted. Discussion of the results shown in Table 7 is given in Section 4.2.1.
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Table 7. Summary of which VI reduced the MAE the most in predicting VWC and EC (corn, soybean,
and alfalfa).

Index

Number of Times This
Index Is One of Top 3

Average Increase in MAE
When This Index Is
Removed

Index

Number of Times This
Index Is One of Top 3

DRY, VWC, Corn

Average Increase in MAE
When This Index Is
Removed

WET, VWC, Corn

NDRE

4

13.19%

NDRE

4

20.00%

VARI

3

10.27%

VARI

4

14.34%

CIG

3

9.89%

CIG

4

13.28%

DRY, EC, Corn

WET, EC, Corn

NDRE

4

7.29%

NDRE

4

4.92%

VARI

4

5.06%

VARI

4

4.55%

GNDVI

2

5.10%

NDVI

2

3.23%

DRY, VWC, Soybean

WET, VWC, Soybean

NDRE

4

11.03%

NDRE

4

20.41%

CIG

4

9.04%

VARI

3

15.76%

VARI

2

8.12%

GNDVI

2

17.24%

DRY, EC, Soybean

WET, EC, Soybean

NDRE

4

15.27%

NDRE

4

11.45%

CIG

4

9.45%

VARI

4

7.04%

VARI

4

8.07%

CIG

3

6.16%

Index

Top 3 ranking

Increase in MAE when
this index is removed

Index

Top 3 ranking

Increase in MAE when
this index is removed

NDRE

1

12.70%

NDRE

1

28.01%

VARI

2

7.98%

VARI

2

16.65%

CIG

3

7.31%

NDVI

3

12.79%

DRY, VWC, Alfalfa

WET, VWC, Alfalfa

DRY, EC, Alfalfa

WET, EC, Alfalfa

NDRE

1

18.15%

NDRE

1

9.55%

VARI

2

11.46%

CIG

2

4.63%

CIG

3

10.44%

NDVI

3

4.12%

3.3.2. Evaluation of Raw Band Data for Predicting VWC and EC
Although most crop evaluations are performed using VIs data, raw band data can
also be considered for estimation of VWC and EC. In this analysis, we considered the
prediction accuracy of both raw band data and VIs by repeating the analysis described in
Section 3.2.2, but this time also including the raw band data. Table 8 can be compared to
Table 4 to determine the impact of adding raw band data to the analysis. Additionally, we
noted which bands or VIs were most important for prediction following the same process
as described in Section 3.3.1 The most important bands or VIs and the error that resulted
when these data were removed are noted in Table 8. Discussion of these results is given in
Section 4.2.2.
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Table 8. Summary statistics for prediction of VWC and EC based on VIs and raw band data. Data
separated by drainage tile configuration.
DRY VWC

Data Used

All VIs +
Bands,
MAE

Corn and soybean
data, no tile
drainage

0.0125

Corn and soybean
data, 12.2 m tile
spacing
Corn and soybean
data, 6.1 m tile
spacing

0.0120

0.0123

WET VWC

VI/Band That Had
Greatest Impact

Increase in Error
When This
VI/Band Is
Removed

VARI

8.99%

All VIs +
Bands,
MAE

0.0101

Data used

Corn and soybean
data, no tile
drainage

3.3686

Corn and soybean
data, 12.2 m tile
spacing
Corn and soybean
data, 6.1 m tile
spacing

3.5286

3.5238

Increase in Error
When This VI/Band
Is Removed

NDRE

10.92%

VARI

8.66%

NDRE

8.90%

Green

6.68%

Red

7.63%

Blue

9.00%

Blue

15.94%

NIR

8.48%

Red

7.53%

NDRE

17.07%

Blue

15.33%

VARI

15.00%

0.0112

0.0120

DRY EC
All VIs +
bands,
MAE
(mS/m)

VI/Band That Had
Greatest Impact

CIG

9.95%

Green

9.49%

NDRE

10.90%

Blue

8.70%

VARI

8.06%

WET EC

VI/band that had
greatest impact

Increase in error
when this VI/band
is removed

VARI

8.702%

Blue

8.070%

All VIs +
bands,
MAE
(mS/m)
3.6522

VI/band that had
greatest impact

Increase in error
when this VI/band is
removed

Blue

9.067%

Red

6.889%

GNDVI

7.194%

CIG

5.744%

Blue

15.919%

Blue

18.594%

NDRE

6.700%

VARI

10.245%

3.7690

Red

6.001%

CIG

9.357%

Blue

7.144%

Blue

6.084%

VARI

6.546%

CIG

6.178%

3.7513

NIR

5.098%

Red

4.890%

4. Discussion
4.1. Prediction of Soil Properties Using VIs Data
Correlations between VWC and EC and VIs data could be caused by direct causative
factors or by indirect correlation between these parameters and soil properties. Vegetation
vigor, as measured by VIs, can be directly correlated to VWC when parts of the field are
subjected to water stress. Similarly, if parts of the field experience high salinity and have
correspondingly high EC, that could also directly impact vegetation vigor and cause a
strong correlation between EC and VIs. When water stress or soil salinity are not concerns
at a site, vegetation vigor can still be influenced by soil properties. At this site, neither
water shortages nor soil salinity are concerns, so correlations between VIs and VWC or
EC are most likely to occur because VWC, EC, and vegetation vigor are all influenced by
soil properties.
4.1.1. Prediction of VWC and EC Using All Data, Undifferentiated by Crop Type or Drainage
The data shown in Table 3 indicate that the estimation of VWC or EC using machine
learning with VIs data is somewhat sensitive to the moisture conditions at the time of the
geophysical survey. The estimation of VWC and EC was more accurate (had a lower MAE)
when VIs data were correlated to drier data, but this may reflect the lower overall variability
in VWC and EC that occurred in the dry soil rather than an improved correlation between
VIs and these parameters. If the ratio between the MAE and the standard deviation (σ)
is considered, the MAE/σ is somewhat higher for the dry VWC than for the wet VWC,
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indicating that the improvement in prediction was greater for the wet data. For the EC,
MAE/σ is very similar for both wet and dry conditions. The MAE/σ ratio is similar for EC
and VWC, indicating that the correlation between these parameters and VIs is also similar.
Both VWC and EC are influenced by soil texture, which can also influence VIs values; it is
likely that soil texture contributes strongly to correlations between these parameters.
4.1.2. Prediction of VWC and EC if Only the Drainage Tile Configuration Is Known
Comparison of the results in Tables 3 and 4 shows that for both VWC and EC, VIs
data more accurately predict these parameters when the data are separated by drainage
tile configuration than when the configuration is unknown. For both VWC and EC data,
parameter prediction does not appear to be affected by the specific drainage configuration
(i.e., predictions in plots with no drainage are not notably more accurate than in plots with
high drainage), and similar MAE/σ ratios are observed in the VWC and EC data for most
drainage configurations for both wet and dry soils. These results suggest that, although
sorting based on tile configuration can improve estimation of VWC and EC, there is no
obvious improvement in estimation based upon the degree of drainage in a field.
4.1.3. Prediction of VWC and EC if Only the Crop Type Is Known
Comparison of Tables 3 and 5 shows that for both wet and dry VWC, the MAE is
less when crop types are considered separately for corn and soybeans, but the MAE in
alfalfa increases when the alfalfa is considered separately. This trend reflects changes in
variability when the crop types are considered separately; the VWC σ of the corn and
soybeans decreases when crops are considered separately, but the σ of the alfalfa increases.
The higher variability of VWC in alfalfa may reflect the irregular tile drainage configuration
in the alfalfa, but it may also be caused by the state of maturity of the alfalfa plants at
the time of GPR data acquisition; the alfalfa plants were larger and more mature than the
corn or soybean plants, and therefore were probably extracting water more differentially
through their root systems. Additionally, alfalfa plants did not grow in rows like the corn
and soybeans, so they covered more of the ground surface. Although the overall MAE in
the alfalfa is higher when it is considered separately, the MAE/σ of VWC is considerably
less than when all crops are considered together, while this ratio remains about the same
or increases slightly for the corn and soybeans. Thus, separating plots based on crop type
overall results in a more accurate estimation of VWC from VIs data for all crop types.
Predictions of EC from VIs data are somewhat different from those of VWC after the impact
of crop type is considered. Separating out corn crops makes little difference in predicting
EC; the MAE and the MAE/σ are slightly higher than for dry data or the same as for wet
data for just corn when compared to all crops considered together. For soybeans, these
parameters are lower when soybeans are considered separately, and they are considerably
lower when alfalfa is considered separately. This improved prediction seems to largely be a
function of the lower EC variability with each crop type, as the MAE/σ is higher for each
of the separated crop types than when all crops are considered together. This is especially
notable for alfalfa, which had a significantly lower MAE/σ ratio for VWC, but not for EC;
for EC, all crop types have similar MAE/σ ratios, which are also similar to these ratios for
VWC in corn and soybeans.
EC is also different from VWC, in that there is a notable difference between wet and
dry EC predictions. For VWC, the variability and the MAE are similar for dry and wet
conditions. For EC data, drier conditions have less variability and lower MAE, although
the MAE/σ ratio is slightly higher for the dry soil. A possible explanation for the greater
variability of the EC data when the soil is wet may be the response of the mostly clay soil
to additional moisture. As the pores fill with water, some of the clay minerals also start
to expand, which causes greater connectivity between grains and can increase bulk EC.
The higher EC variability observed during the wet campaign may therefore be caused by
changes in both the pore water content and the connectivity of the soil matrix.
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4.1.4. Prediction of VWC and EC if Both the Crop Type and Drainage Configuration
Are Known
Comparison of Tables 3 and 6 shows that separating out crop type and drainage
configuration reduces the σ of VWC for both wet and dry data. Unsurprisingly, the MAE
is also reduced. However, the MAE/σ is also lower for the separated data, indicating
that the improvement in prediction is not solely due to the reduction in variability and
that separating plots based on crop type and drainage tile configuration will provide the
most accurate VWC estimates. For EC, the MAE is lower when the plots are considered
separately, but the variability is not always reduced compared to the combined data sets,
especially for the dry data.
Comparison of Tables 4 and 6 was performed to see whether VWC and EC could be
better predicted by separating plots based on both crop type and drainage than could be
done by separating only based on drainage. Analysis of these data shows that crop type
is an important variable; Table 6 shows that the MAE in corn is considerably higher than
in soybeans for both the wet and dry VWC and EC. Comparison of Tables 4 and 6 shows
that the MAEs in corn plots separated by drainage tile are usually greater than or the same
as corn+soybean plots separated by drainage tile when the soil is dry, while the MAE in
soybeans is less than the corn+soybean plots separated by drainage tile for both dry and
wet soils. Separating out by crop type and drainage tile overall produces better estimates
(lower MAE/σ ratios) than keeping crop types together, but because of the disparity in
prediction in corn and soybeans, the MAE does not always decrease in corn when the plots
are separated by crop type.
Comparison of Tables 5 and 6 was performed to see whether VWC and EC could be
better predicted by separating plots based on both crop type and drainage than could be done
by separating only based on crop type. Analysis of data in these tables shows that separating
crops by drainage after first sorting by crop type improves both VWC and EC estimates,
although the improvement was somewhat more notable in the VWC than in the EC.
4.2. Evaluation of Different Multispectral Data for Estimating Soil Properties
Different bands of multispectral data respond to different aspects of vegetation vigor
or soil properties. VIs, which are calculated using different combinations of these bands,
are similarly dependent upon vegetative and soil characteristics. Section 4.2.1 discusses
why different VIs may correlate with VWC and EC, while Section 4.2.2 provides a similar
discussion for raw band data.
4.2.1. Evaluation of Individual Vegetation Indices for Predicting VWC and EC
Analysis of Table 7 shows that for both VWC and EC and for all three crops, the
three indices that have the most impact on estimation are usually NDRE, VARI, and CIG,
although NDVI and GNDVI appear occasionally. Possible explanations for why these
indices are important are discussed below.
The NDRE is calculated using NIR and red-edge instead of visible bands. The rededge band is able to penetrate deeper into the canopy than visible bands, so this index
is often effective for crops in the later stages of growth. The VIs data for this experiment
were collected when the three crops were in the later stages of growth, especially for
the corn, where the top leaves and tassels had begun to turn yellow and withered. The
deeper penetration of the NDRE was able to obtain information from the healthier leaves
in the lower layer that better represented the vigor of the entire plant. For alfalfa and
soybeans, most of the leaves remained green at all levels, so the NDRE data also captured
this information. Vegetation vigor is related to VWC and EC, so the better representation of
vigor observed in the NDRE data was useful for VI prediction.
The VARI was the second most important VI for predicting VWC and EC. VARI
is calculated using three visible bands (green, red, and blue), and it is often useful in
determining areas with vegetation instead of bare soil. There were frequent patches of bare
soil in the experimental area; since vegetation typically changes the VWC (and thus the EC
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of soil), it is likely that these bare patches differed in VWC and EC compared to areas with
vegetation. Thus, the identification of these areas helps to predict these parameters.
The third most important VI in this experiment was CIG, which is calculated using
NIR and the green band. CIG is directly proportional to the NIR and inversely proportional
to the green band. The importance of CIG to this analysis is probably due to the influence of
the green band, which is highly sensitive to the amount of chlorophyll [63]. The green band
is thus closely related to plant vigor, but it does not penetrate as far into the canopy as red
edge, so CIG may reflect the vigor of the leaves near the surface of the canopy. Although
this analysis showed that measurements that penetrated deeper into the canopy (NDRE)
were more correlated to the soil properties, the prominence of CIG data in the results
indicated that shallower canopy measurements can also be correlated to soil properties.
Although the results are not included in this study, simple linear correlation was
also performed between VIs and VWC or EC data. The regression coefficients for these
relationships were generally too low (usually R2 < 0.1) for individual VI to be used for VWC
or EC prediction; multi-variate machine learning was much more successful. However, the
simple linear correlation results can be compared to the evaluation of the importance of
individual VI in machine learning. The two VIs that had the highest regression coefficients
when simple linear correlations were calculated were VARI and NDRE. These VIs were also
the most important predictors for machine learning, as discussed above. The VI that had
the third best simple linear correlation with VWC or EC data was NDVI. This is slightly
different from what was observed in the machine-learning results, where CIG was the third
most significant VI. This indicates that CIG is useful for prediction in conjunction with
other types of data but may be less useful by itself.
4.2.2. Evaluation of Raw Band Data for Predicting VWC and EC
Comparison of the MAE in Tables 4 and 8 shows that for both VWC and EC data,
under both wet and dry conditions, inclusion of the raw band data significantly reduces the
MAE and the MAE/σ ratio for all drainage configurations. This shows that the estimation
of these parameters can be improved when raw data (band values) are included in the
machine-learning process.
Comparison of Tables 7 and 8 shows that, while VIs are still important for estimation,
the raw band data are also important. For VWC, the blue band, VARI, and NDRE have the
most impact on MAE. For EC, the blue band is the most important parameter, followed by
the red band, VARI, and CIG. The importance of the blue band compared to the VIs was
unexpected but may be partially due to the lack of blue band input into most VIs. Table 2
shows that of the VIs used in this study, only VARI use blue band as input. Therefore, if the
blue band is correlated to VWC or EC, this correlation is less likely to be discovered through
a VI. The blue band is correlated primarily with the health of vegetation [86], which is
probably correlated with soil texture, and thus with EC and VWC. The same is true for
red band data, although, at this site, the blue band appears more important, since blue
appeared more than twice as often as red in the top three correlations for EC and VWC.
5. Conclusions
This research investigated using UAV multispectral data and machine learning to
predict VWC and EC, which were acquired using geophysical methods. The prediction of
VWC and EC was investigated as a function of crop type and drainage tile configuration,
as well as by the data input (different VIs and raw band data). Results showed that VIs
data can help with the prediction of VWC and EC, and that the most accurate results for
these parameters were obtained when both the crop type and drainage tile configuration
were known. If limited information was known about a field, VIs data still improved the
estimation if either crop type or drainage tile configuration was known; knowledge of the
drainage tile configuration resulted in more improvement than knowledge of the crop type
at this site.
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For VWC, the prediction was better in drier soil than in wet soil if the drainage tile
configuration was unknown. If the drainage tile configuration was known, the prediction
of VWC was similar for dry and wet soils. For EC, the prediction was generally better in
dry soil than in wet soil. These trends probably reflect the overall variability during drier
and wetter times, but they do indicate that prediction will be more difficult in wetter soils.
Analysis of the contributions of different VIs and raw band data to the prediction of
VWC and EC shows that VIs that penetrate more deeply into the canopy (NDRE) and that
are sensitive to bare soil (VARI) were most important. Raw band data, especially the blue
band, improved the prediction of VWC and EC. This implies that raw band data, which are
often not analyzed by producers, should be included in future analyses.
One factor that probably reduces the accuracy of predictions of VWC and EC from
UAV data for this study is that the data collection for the geophysical data and the VIs data
was performed on different days. This was unavoidable for this study, as the geophysical
data had to be acquired while the crops were small enough to move the geophysical
equipment between plants, but the UAV data were acquired when the crops were mature.
UAV data acquisition was performed at this later date to better mimic data collected by
producers and to better distinguish different crops, as VIs data on very immature crops is
less useful. Our results show that UAV data were helpful for improving the predictions of
VWC and EC, but the improvements might have been greater if geophysical and UAV data
were able to be acquired at the same time.
Although the time lapse between data acquisition with geophysical methods and
multispectral data may reduce the accuracy of the estimated VWC and EC somewhat,
we feel that this time lapse does not impact the overall validity of our results. First, the
relationships between soil properties and multispectral data that were found with machine
learning are not primarily based on the direct response of the multispectral data to bare soil.
Instead, the multispectral data are mostly sensitive to vegetation vigor. While vegetation
vigor is related to soil VWC and EC, it is an averaged response to these soil properties
over time. Thus, the vegetation vigor can be better understood to correlate to the average
VWC or EC in the field. In this research, multispectral data were found to be useful for
estimating VWC and EC at two different times (with both wetter and dryer soil), showing
that the patterns of VWC and EC are somewhat continuous with time. This is also shown
in Figures 7 and 8, which show similar distributions under wet and dry times; this pattern
is what would be expected if VWC and EC were strongly influenced by soil texture, which
does not change with time. Thus, it is likely that the correlations between VWC and EC data
and multispectral data are indicative of correlations between soil texture and multispectral
data/vegetation vigor, and the temporal stability of soil texture reduces the importance of
the timing of geophysical data acquisition. Additionally, other researchers have observed
strong correlations between remotely sensed data and ground-based measurements that
were acquired at different times. The authors of reference [2] observed that Landsat-5
imagery had a strong correlation with soil EC acquired three years prior to the satellite
measurements. The authors of reference [24] successfully correlated Sentinel-2 data with
soil samples of clay and organic matter that were acquired one to two months later than
the satellite data. The authors of [85] related multispectral data acquired from Landsat
imagery with soil carbon that was acquired two years after the Landsat imagery. These
studies show that if some underlying soil properties are constant, remote-sensing imagery
can be correlated to ground-based measurements acquired at a different time.
Another reason that we feel our results are valid is the rigor of the machine-learning
process. Our data set was robust, and we observed machine learning to make sure enough
data points were provided for training to occur successfully. To ensure that outliers did
not influence our results, we randomly divided the data into five quintiles and ran the
machine-learning algorithm five times for each set of predictors and output, each time
reserving a different quintile for testing of the developed relationships. The MAE values
shown in the results are the averages of the five MAE values calculated for the five quintiles.
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Thus, we feel that the machine-learning procedure we followed was suitably rigorous and
that the resulting correlations are credible.
The correlation of ground-based geophysical data with UAV data is a new field, and
much further work is needed. Studies with no time lapse between data acquisition of
different techniques are needed, as are studies using different crops, soil textures, and
geophysical methods. Finally, other types of machine learning could be employed to
determine which techniques are optimal for this application.
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